Case report

A 51-year-old lady with a history of congenital diaphragmatic hernia repair during infancy presented to the emergency department with increasing abdominal pain and repeated vomiting. Posteroanterior chest plain radiograph revealed dilated small bowel loops in the right thoracic cavity. Computed tomography scan revealed two closely related small bowel loops trapped within a narrow hernia neck orifice across the diaphragm, suggestive of closed loop intestinal obstruction (Fig 1). Blood test results revealed metabolic acidosis and elevated lactate level.

Emergency laparotomy via a subcostal incision revealed a right-sided large diaphragmatic defect with bowel herniating into the thoracic cavity. Transabdominal reduction of the bowel was difficult owing to adhesion of bowel to the lung so an additional posterolateral thoracotomy was performed by a cardiothoracic team. Adhesiolysis was performed and the small bowel freed and reduced to the abdominal cavity via the transthoracic approach. Examination through the thoracotomy revealed minimal residual diaphragmatic tissue (Fig 2a). Primary closure was not possible and repair with a patch posed a technical challenge in the absence of sufficient residual diaphragmatic tissue to enable secure anchorage. For the anterolateral portion, multiple pledgetted 3-O sutures were passed through the intercostal space for anchorage (Fig 2b). A neo-diaphragm was reconstructed using a porcine dermal collagen implant of size 150 mm × 200 mm × 1 mm (PermacolTM; Medtronic, Minneapolis [MN], United States). The patch was then parachuted down to cover the defect and secured. A 4-cm flutter-valve patch was directed downwards and medially to avoid suturing and injury to the oesophagus and inferior vena cava (Fig 2c). We believe this design permits peristalsis of oesophageal content without causing stricture while also preventing future intestinal herniation.

Postoperatively the patient was prescribed total parenteral nutrition for 10 days and gradually tolerated a normal diet. A computed tomography scan at 10 days after surgery confirmed an intact neo-diaphragm with no recurrence of hernia. The patient was discharged home 13 days after surgery. She was well at follow-up examinations at 1 month and 12 months after surgery. Chest plain radiograph confirmed no recurrence of hernia (Fig 3).

Discussion

Diaphragmatic hernia is a rare but serious condition associated with respiratory and gastrointestinal complications and increased mortality.
Surgical repair is the gold standard treatment to prevent complications. However, patients with a previously repaired congenital diaphragmatic hernia are more prone to respiratory complications during childhood and occasionally develop recurrences.1 However, the long-term success rate of repair is good with patients surviving well into adulthood with a normal life expectancy.

Surgical options for repair include a primary repair and a patch repair. A patch repair is associated with higher risks of complications and recurrence.2 However, for a hernia with large defects in which a primary repair is not possible, repair with surgical mesh (xenograft or synthetic) is an effective and safe method.3 In conventional patch repair, the hernia sac is repositioned and resected. The hernia defect is sized and the Permacol trimmed to cover the defect. The flap is then fixed to the remaining rim of diaphragmatic tissue with absorbable sutures.3 The lack of an adequate rim of tissue in our patient presented a unique challenge for construction of the neo-diaphragm relative to most instances of diaphragmatic hernia where a remnant of diaphragmatic tissue is present for anchorage. Although the pleura and adjacent chest wall offer good support for anchoring the
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**FIG 2.** Schematic diagram illustrating the novel diaphragmatic reconstruction. (a) Visual examination through the thoracotomy revealed the ribcage (black arrow) and residual diaphragmatic tissue (black arrowheads). (b) Multiple pledgeleted 3-O sutures were passed through the intercostal space for anchorage of the anterolateral portion. Oesophagus is indicated by black arrow. (c) A 4-cm flutter-valve patch was directed downwards and medially to avoid suturing and injury to the reconstructed oesophagus and inferior vena cava. Inset: Alternate view showing downward flutter valve (yellow arrow)

**FIG 3.** Chest plain radiographs of the patient (a) before and (b) after surgical repair of the diaphragmatic hernia with neo-diaphragm
neo-diaphragm posteriorly and anterolaterally, there is often a lack of strong tissue medially with consequent substantial risk of inadvertent injury to the oesophagus if sutures are placed too deeply. Travers et al\(^5\) reported an incidence of oesophageal injury up to 3.9% in their series of surgical repair of para-oesophageal hernia using porcine dermal collagen biologic mesh (Permacol). Innovative designs in the creation of the neo-diaphragm have been reported, but most studies have been in paediatric patients.\(^6\) The technique described in this case report is novel and has not been reported elsewhere. The design of a flutter valve mechanism in the reconstruction of the medial aspect of the neo-diaphragm serves to create a tension-free repair near the mediastinum and oesophagus while also creating a seal to separate the pleural cavity from the abdominal contents. No sutures were applied near the oesophagus or the medial side of the neo-diaphragm. This technique avoids inadvertent visceral injury and is currently our preferred technique of neo-diaphragm construction in patients with a large diaphragmatic defect and insufficient rim.

In our case, we utilised the acellular dermal matrix Permacol for hernia repair. Permacol is a cross-linked graft comprised of acellular collagen matrix. Compared with other collagen-based implants, it offers long-lasting dimensional stability and avoids loss of tensile strength as well as increased tissue laxity resulting in lower rates of recurrence. Acellular dermal matrix is a developing technology and studies have shown promising results for its efficacy.\(^7\)

In conclusion, repair of diaphragmatic hernia with a xenograft composed of dermal collagen implant and a medial flutter-valve design is safe and effective. It avoids inadvertent injury to mediastinal structures while allowing satisfactory prevention of recurrence of diaphragmatic herniation of intestines.
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